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Abstract Fiber Fabry–Perot cavities, formed by micromachined mirrors on the end-facets of optical fibers, are
used in an increasing number of technical and scientific
applications, where they typically require precise stabilization of their optical resonances. Here, we study two different approaches to construct fiber Fabry–Perot resonators
and stabilize their length for experiments in cavity quantum
electrodynamics with neutral atoms. A piezo-mechanically
actuated cavity with feedback based on the Pound–Drever–
Hall locking technique is compared to a novel rigid cavity design that makes use of the high passive stability of a
monolithic cavity spacer and employs thermal self-locking
and external temperature tuning. Furthermore, we present
a general analysis of the mode matching problem in fiber
Fabry–Perot cavities, which explains the asymmetry in
their reflective line shapes and has important implications
for the optimal alignment of the fiber resonators. Finally,
we discuss the issue of fiber-generated background photons. We expect that our results contribute toward the integration of high-finesse fiber Fabry–Perot cavities into compact and robust quantum-enabled devices in the future.
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1 Introduction
In recent years optical high-finesse resonators with small
mode volumes have become powerful tools for enhancing the interaction between light and matter. Resonatorenhanced interaction in cavity quantum electrodynamics
(CQED), for instance, provides the basis for the realization
of efficient single-photon interfaces in quantum communication and information [1, 2] and the study of quantum
opto-mechanical systems [3].
Among the geometries of optical micro-cavities that are
currently investigated, optical fiber Fabry–Perot cavities
(FFPCs) [4] are particularly attractive for CQED experiments because they combine several desirable features.
Formed by dielectric mirrors on the end-facets of opposing
optical glass fibers, FFPCs provide small mode volumes,
high optical Q factors, direct access to the cavity mode and
intrinsic fiber coupling of the mode field. Details of the fabrication [5, 6] and optical characterization of fiber mirrors
and cavities [7, 8], including the effects of thermo-optical
bistability [7] and cavity polarization mode splitting [9,
10], have been described in several recent studies. To date
fiber Fabry–Perot cavities have been successfully applied in
experiments interfacing single photons with a wide range
of quantum systems, including cold atoms [4], ions [11]
and solid-state emitters [12–14] as well as quantum optomechanical experiments [15].
The resonator-enhanced light–matter interaction in
CQED experiments relies on the precise tuning of a cavity resonance to an optical transition of the quantum system under investigation. In ever more miniaturized and
integrated experimental setups the task of stabilizing highfinesse FFPCs to within a small fraction of their optical
linewidth (corresponding to mirror displacements of order
10 pm) can pose significant challenges. In particular for
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future applications of high-finesse micro-resonators, e.g., in
portable devices that can operate outside of dedicated laboratory environments, novel technical solutions for assembly and stabilization will be required that are robust and
compact.
Additional challenges, which need to be considered for
FFPCs but do not occur for cavities with macroscopic mirror substrates, arise from the direct fiber coupling of light to
the resonator mode. For instance, due to the intrinsic fiber
coupling, the efficiencies to couple light to and from the
cavity mode are set by the relative alignment of the fiber
mirrors. In order to achieve optimal cavity alignment it is
therefore important to find strategies to accurately characterize the coupling efficiencies already during the assembling of the resonator.
In this article we address the issue of cavity stabilization by studying two different architectures for high-finesse
fiber Fabry–Perot resonators. We compare a conventional,
piezo-mechanically actuated FFPC with a novel rigid
Fabry–Perot design. Furthermore we analyze the connection between the cavity alignment, cavity mode matching
and reflective line shapes for FFPCs and show how it can
be used to achieve optimal FFPC alignment. In addition
we discuss the issue of fiber-generated background counts,
which can obscure weak single-photon signals in CQED
applications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the design of the piezo-mechanically actuated resonator and reports on its performance in a cavity stabilization
scheme for neutral atom CQED experiments. In Sect. 3 we
discuss several of the challenges specific to FFPCs. The
results of the FFPC mode matching analysis and the investigation of the issue of fiber-generated background counts
are presented. The topic of Sect. 4 is the experimental realization of a rigid high-finesse FFPC and the characterization
of its thermal response for the purpose of cavity stabilization and tuning. In Sect. 5 the theory of reflective cavity
mode matching in FFPCs is developed in detail, and its
connection to FFPC alignment is shown both theoretically
and experimentally. Section 6 concludes the paper with a
comparison of the respective advantages of piezo-mechanically actuated and rigid FFPCs.
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of copper-coated optical single-mode fibers [16] using
focused CO2 laser light [5, 6]. We typically apply 50 laser
pulses of 6-ms duration with a peak power of 20 W and
135-μm waist radius to generate Gaussian-shaped concave structures with low ellipticity and typical radii of
curvature of ~170 μm. After the application of a highreflectivity dielectric coating (ion-beam sputtered multilayer SiO2–Ta2O5), the fiber mirrors are thermally cured
in air for 5 h at 300 °C to reduce absorption losses in the
coatings [8]. For two different coating runs with high
(HT) and low transmission (LT), the experimentally
determined transmissions THT,780 nm = 126 ± 13 ppm,
THT,850 nm = 490 ± 30 ppm ,
TLT,780 nm = 15 ± 3 ppm,
TLT,850 nm = 140 ± 20 ppm and mirror losses LHT,780 nm/
850 nm = 26 ± 5 ppm, LLT,780 nm/850 nm = 25 ± 5 ppm agree
well with the theoretically predicted values at 780 and
850 nm wavelength, respectively.
2.1.2 Assembling the cavity
The design and the completed assembly of the piezomechanically actuated fiber Fabry–Perot cavity are shown
in Fig. 1. The cavity is aligned by setting the two opposing fiber mirrors at the desired length of the cavity, rotating one fiber mirror around its axis to minimize the cavity
polarization mode splitting [9, 10] and varying the transverse mirror positions and angles to maximize the cavity
to fiber mode coupling efficiency (see Sect. 5). The fibers
are then glued onto individual V-grooves including highvoltage shear piezos. The piezos allow the cavity length

(a)

(b)

2 Piezo‑mechanically actuated FFPC
2.1 Construction
2.1.1 Fiber mirror production
The fiber mirrors used for all our cavities are fabricated
by locally ablating material from the cleaved end-facets
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Fig. 1  Piezo-mechanically actuated fiber Fabry–Perot cavity assembly. a Vertical section of the ultra-high-vacuum compatible cavity
design. b Image of the completed cavity assembly
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to be scanned over more than one free spectral range once
the stacks have been glued onto a common base plate. To
avoid misalignment of the cavity in the transversal directions during curing and vacuum bake-out we utilize UVcurable glue [17] for the final bonding of the cavity and
keep the thickness of glue layers to a minimum.
2.1.3 Cavity parameters
The piezo-mechanically actuated FFPC is built by combining a high- and low-transmission fiber mirror. The onesided resonator maximizes the out-coupling efficiency of
photons into the single spatial fiber mode at the high-transmission side of the cavity. The parameters of the cavity at
780 nm wavelength are: cavity length Lcav = 93.3 µm,
finesse F = 32,800 ± 1100, cavity field decay rate
κ = 2π · (24.5 ± 0.8) MHz and polarization-dependent
mode splitting �νPMS = 9.0 ± 0.3 MHz. From the observed
dip in the reflected power at the cavity resonance we estimate
the spatial mode matching between the cavity and the fiber of
the HT mirror to be ǫHT = 0.60 ± 0.02 (see Sects. 3, 5).
2.2 Active stabilization
Our method for locking the piezo-mechanically actuated FFPC, shown in Fig. 2, closely follows previous schemes developed for atomic CQED setups with

Fig. 2  Fiber cavity-locking scheme for cavity QED experiments with
neutral atoms. An optical resonance of the fiber resonator is stabilized
at the rubidium D2-line at 780 nm by locking a cavity mode with a
frequency separation of three free spectral ranges to a far detuned
“lock” laser at 770 nm. The “lock” laser itself is stabilized via a
transfer cavity to a rubidium-referenced “signal” laser that is used to
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macroscopic mirror substrates [18]. To enable efficient
interaction between single-resonant “signal” photons
and rubidium atoms coupled to the cavity mode, the
FFPC is stabilized to be resonant with the Rb D2 transition by means of the locking chain outlined in Fig. 2.
First, the “signal” external-cavity diode laser at 780 nm
wavelength is referenced onto a Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy in a rubidium vapor cell. The stability of this laser is transferred onto a “lock” laser near
770 nm by means of an actively stabilized Fabry–Perot
transfer cavity with 1.5 m length and finesse 50. The
frequency separation of the “lock” and the “signal” laser
νlock − νsignal can be fine-tuned with an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) in double-pass configuration to
exactly three free spectral ranges of the FFPC, such that
both waves are simultaneously resonant with the cavity.
The “lock” and the “signal” light fields are combined
by an interference filter and enter the FFPC through the
high-transmission fiber mirror. Sidebands at 248.2 MHz
are electro-optically modulated onto the “lock” light,
which is detected in reflection by a resonant avalanche
photodiode (APD) to generate an error signal with the
Pound–Drever–Hall method (see Fig. 3a). To improve
the bandwidth of the lock the analog proportionalintegral controller that supplies feedback to the shear
piezo-stacks features passive electronic notch filters in
order to compensate for mechanical resonances of the

resonantly address the cavity. “Signal” and “lock” photons enter and
exit the one-sided cavity through the fiber mirror with high transmission. A series of band-pass interference filters is employed to separate
the 1-μW “lock” light from single-photon signals at 780 nm prior to
detection
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optical cavities. The intrinsic fiber connection, however,
can also give rise to adverse effects that do not occur for
macroscopic Fabry–Perot cavities coupled by free-space
beams.

(a)

3.1 Optical interference due to fiber coupler

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3  Stability of the piezo-mechanically actuated cavity. a The
Pound–Drever–Hall error signal (black, bottom) and the reflected
“lock” (blue, middle) and “signal” power (red, top) are shown for a
single scan of the cavity length. The powers incident on the cavity is
1.5 μW and a few μW for the “lock” and “signal” light, respectively.
b The short-term stability and c long-term stability of the locked cavity are determined from an out-of-loop measurement (see text for
details)

cavity assembly at 18 and 70 kHz. The final unity-gain
bandwidth of the lock is ~3 kHz.
The performance of the cavity stabilization system is
summarized in Fig. 3b. For the purpose of the measurement, the cavity was resonantly stabilized to the frequency
of the “lock” laser. The frequency of the “signal” laser was
adjusted to the slope of the optical resonance, such that its
reflected power yields a steep monotonic signal proportional to frequency deviations of the cavity in an out-ofloop measurement. The stabilized FFPC features frequency
noise of less than 0.04 κ (1 MHz) RMS on short timescales
(20 Hz–2 MHz bandwidth) and peak-to-peak drifts of less
than 0.36 κ (8.8 MHz) over the course of 2 h. The dominant
source of drifts of the locked cavity is the fluctuation of the
FFPC relative to the “lock” laser, probably caused by residual interferences in the fiber (see next section). The presented
stability measurements have been performed in air on top of
a standard optical table. We expect further improvements in
the lock performance for FFPCs operated in vacuum and
mounted on dedicated vibration isolation supports.

3 Effects specific to FFPCs
The direct coupling of light from optical fibers to the cavity mode and vice versa is an important feature of FFPCs
that can strongly benefit integration and miniaturization of
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A first, simple example for the experimental challenges specific to FFPCs is the avoidance of reflections when coupling
“lock” light into the FFPC’s optical fiber. Optical interferences along the beam path between the electro-optical modulator, the resonator and the photo detector can lead to timevarying offsets in the Pound-Drever-Hall error signal [19]
and thereby cause drifts in the cavity lock. We have tested
several different methods to minimize optical reflections
at the fiber in-coupler, including angle cleaving and manual FC/APC connectorization. The best results have been
obtained by fusion splicing the FFPC single-mode fibers to
commercially connectorized FC/APC single-mode fibers.
3.2 Mode matching and asymmetric line shapes
of FFPCs
An important difference between FFPCs and traditional
cavities concerns the coupling of light to the resonator
mode. For FFPCs the spatial mode matching between the
cavity mode and the incoming and outgoing fiber-guided
light fields is intrinsically determined by the relative alignment of the fiber mirrors. Once the fiber mirrors have been
fixed in position, the coupling into the cavity cannot be
altered any more. The two spatial mode matching efficiencies ǫHT and ǫLT are important figures of merit that enter the
resonant transmission efficiency of a FFPC

4 TLT THT
PT,max
= ǫHT ǫLT ·
Pin
(THT + TLT + LHT + LLT )2

(1)

and determine the probability to retrieve a cavity photon

pi,out = ǫi ·

Ti
THT + TLT + LHT + LLT

(2)

at the fiber output i = HT or LT. For cavity-based light–
matter interfaces, ǫi furthermore sets an upper limit to the
efficiency of mapping photons from mirror side i into the
cavity-coupled quantum system. Many applications of
FFPCs therefore rely on a method to determine and optimize a particular mode matching efficiency (in our case
ǫHT) during the alignment of the cavity.
Measurements of the FFPC transmission depend according to Eq. 1 on the product ǫHT · ǫLT and can therefore not
be applied to separately determine the mode matching efficiencies of FFPCs consisting of two single-mode fibers.
Naturally the simple transmission method also fails for onesided FFPCs with one non-transparent mirror substrate.
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Reflection measurements, on the other hand, offer the
possibility to characterize and optimize the individual
mode matching efficiencies. Their evaluation, however,
requires a more careful analysis than has previously been
considered, in order to extract ǫi from the observed drop in
the power of the reflected light on resonance. The treatment
of the reflective coupling problem in terms of the interference of spatially mode filtered light fields (see Sect. 5 and
Supplementary Material for details and [20, 21] for earlier
related works on the topic) gives rise to two important practical results for FFPCs:
First, our calculations show that for strongly overcoupled FFPCs, where the transmission of the incoupling mirror strongly exceeds the sum of all other contributions to
the round-trip losses (THT ≫ TLT + LLT + LHT), the alignment that maximizes the depth of reflected incoupling dip
does not maximize the spatial mode matching efficiency
ǫHT. In fact, for this experimentally very relevant type of
one-sided cavity, the maximum depth of the incoupling dip
will approach unity for misalignments that significantly
reduce the mode matching efficiency. We experimentally
confirm this result with measurements on a strongly overcoupled test cavity and find good agreement with the theoretical predictions (see Sect. 5).
Second, the model explains for the first time the origin
of the asymmetry of FFPC resonance line shapes that are
observed in reflection but not in transmission (see Fig. 4).
The asymmetry is found to be an intrinsic property of
FFPCs and independent of the power and polarization of
the incident light. The asymmetric reflective line shapes are
described by the sum of a Lorentzian and its corresponding
dispersive function



1
υ
Pout (υ)
−
A
= ηr − η L ·
Pin
1 + υ2
1 + υ2
with υ = 2π(νlaser − νcav )/κ,

(3)

where ηr denotes the alignment-independent fraction of
light that is detected in reflection for the off-resonant cavity. Both the Lorentzian amplitude ηL and the relative size
of the dispersive component, which we introduce as the
asymmetry parameter A , depend on the cavity geometry
and alignment (see Sect. 5 for details). We find good agreement between theory and experimental measurements,
thereby confirming our modeling of the effects of spatial
mode filtering in FFPCs.
3.2.1 Fiber‑generated background counts
Finally, fiber-generated background counts arise as an
additional issue when employing FFPCs in CQED setups that operate at the single-photon level. In these
experiments single-“signal” photons, which are resonant
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(a)
(b)

Fig. 4  Normalized reflective and transmittive line shapes of the
FFPC (experimental data and fits). a The power and polarizationindependent asymmetry in the reflected light results from spatial
mode filtering of the interfering fields reflected from the cavity by the
single-mode fiber (see Sect. 5). The fit function (solid line, Eq. 3 normalized to the off-resonantly detected power) predicted by the mode
matching model is the sum of a Lorentzian (dotted line) and its corresponding dispersive function (dashed line). b The transmitted power
follows a Lorentzian curve

with the quantum system under investigation, need to
be detected in the presence of the strong off-resonant
“lock” light, which is needed for stabilizing the cavity
(see Fig. 2). In the case of cold neutral atoms the “lock”
light furthermore acts as a optical dipole potential and
determines the confinement of the neutral atoms. For the
parameters of our piezo-actuated FFPC, an axial confinement of rubidium atoms of 1 mK depth corresponds
to 1 μW of 770-nm “lock” light entering the incoupling
fiber of the FFPC. The separation of single-“signal” photons from this strong “lock” light relies on spectral filtering, since the polarization degree of freedom is a resource
needed for many CQED protocols.
Experimentally, we find that after the suppression of
“lock” laser photons at 770 nm by a series of band-pass
interference filters (combined values: peak transmission
~90 % and effective filter bandwidth of �νfilter = 0.150 THz
at 780 nm; extinction 120 dB at 770 nm) the photon background is limited by frequency conversion inside the single-mode fiber. Inelastic scattering of photons from 770 nm
to 780 nm wavelength was measured to scale linearly in
“lock” power Plock (in the range 1 μW–2 mW) and fiber
length Lf (1–10 m). The process happens at comparable
rates both in the forward and backward direction, is spectrally uniform over the filter bandwidth around 780 nm
and predominantly conserves the polarization. The rate of
background photons for the 770-nm “lock” light is well
described by Rbg = σ770 nm,780 nm · Plock · Lf · �νfilter ,
where σ770 nm,780 nm = 0.004(2) s−1 W−1 Hz−1 m−1 is the
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spectral efficiency for shifting light at 770 nm to
780 nm wavelength. We have found similar background rates for red detuned “lock” light at 790 nm
(σ790 nm,780 nm = 0.002(1) s−1 W−1 Hz−1 m−1). For even further red detuned light at 850 nm, frequency conversion to 780 nm is energetically strongly suppressed
(σ850 nm,780 nm = 8(4) · 10−7 s−1 W−1 Hz−1 m−1). However,
in neutral atom CQED experiments the use of “lock” light
with small frequency detuning is in many cases preferable, because it gives rise to similar coupling strengths to
the “signal” mode for atoms trapped at different positions
along the “lock” trap [22].
The observed spectral conversion efficiencies for the
three different pump wavelengths agree within a factor of
two with values expected for spontaneous Raman scattering in optical fibers [23]. We conclude that the background
photon detection rate of 103 s−1 in our setup is limited by
Raman scattering and can therefore only be reduced by narrower spectral filtering and shorter optical fibers.

4 Rigid fiber Fabry–Perot cavities
Piezo-actuated designs, such as the cavity described in
Sect. 2, have been the established solution for realizing
high-finesse FFPCs in recent experiments [4, 8, 11]. The
unique feature of this cavity design is the possibility to perform large, piezo-controlled scans of the cavity resonance,
which can cover more than the free spectral range of the
resonator. For many applications, however, FFPCs only
require referencing to well-defined optical transition frequencies and could therefore benefit from alternative stabilization solutions that are potentially less complex, more
robust and better suited for miniaturization, integration and
scalability. In the following we will present such a novel
approach that is based on the high passive stability and precise thermal tunability of a rigid FFPC design.
4.1 Construction
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be used to maximize the fiber to cavity mode coupling for
decentered fiber mirrors or alternatively to minimize the
polarization mode splitting in the case of fibers with elliptical mirror shapes [10]. Precise longitudinal adjustment of
the cavity length is performed by displacing one of the fibers with a piezo-stage in order to set the cavity resonance
to the desired frequency. The fibers are successively fixed
in place by applying small amounts of glue to the optical
fibers where they exit the ends of the ferrule. Due to capillary action, the low viscosity glue [25] evenly fills the few
μm wide gap between the ferrule bore and the inserted mirror fibers. In order to avoid misalignment during the room
temperature curing of the glue, the cavity resonance is
tracked by monitoring the transmission of a “probe” laser,
and changes of cavity length are continuously compensated
by the piezo-stage until the glue becomes viscous. Typical
frequency shifts during the hardening of the cavity that we
have obtained with this method are ~50 GHz. We believe
that a further reduction in the misalignment could, for example, be achieved by filling the glue with SiO2 nanospheres.
Depending on the mounting positions of the cavity and the
attached optical fibers, constant stress-induced frequency
shifts on the order of 10 GHz can be observed for the rigid
cavity. To reduce the coupling to mechanical vibrations and
external temperature fluctuations, we horizontally suspend
the rigid cavity by its optical fibers (see Fig. 5).
4.1.2 Rigid cavity parameters
Formed by two equal LT mirrors (see Sect. 2), the rigid
FFPC has the following cavity parameters at 850 nm
wavelength: cavity length Lcav = 47.96 ± 0.01 µm ,
F = 19,000 ± 2000,
finesse
cavity
linewidth
κ = 2π · (65 ± 6) MHz
and
polarization-dependent
mode splitting �νPMS = 38 ± 6 MHz. The transmission

(a)

4.1.1 Assembling the rigid cavity
The construction of our rigid FFPC, shown in Fig. 5, is
inspired by the design of ultra-stable passive Fabry–Perot
reference cavities [24], where a constant cavity length is
maintained by a monolithic cavity spacer with minimal
thermal expansion and low vibrational sensitivity. To form
the rigid cavity, two single-mode mirror fibers with a cladding diameter of 125 μm are inserted into a fused-quartz
fiber ferrule with a bore of 131 μm in diameter. The ferrule ensures the transversal alignment of the two cavity fibers, while a 300-μm-wide cut at the center provides access
to the cavity mode. The rotational degree of freedom can
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 5  Rigid fiber Fabry–Perot cavity assembly. a Vertical section of
the cavity design. b Side view of the suspended cavity assembly. c
Detailed view of the Fabry–Perot resonator
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through the cavity and the observed depth of the cavity
resonance in reflection are PT,max /Pin = 0.19 ± 0.02 and
ηdip = 0.81 ± 0.03, respectively.
4.2 Stability and tunability
The intrinsically rigid FFPC exhibits a high degree of passive stability. As a result of the monolithic design of the
cavity spacer, which minimizes the sensitivity to mechanical vibrations, and the absence of noisy locking electronics, the short-term stability of the cavity length for the rigid
FFPC (cf. Fig. 9i) is comparable to the value obtained for
the actively locked piezo-mechanically actuated FFPC.
For the compensation of drifts and the fine-tuning of the
resonance frequency, the rigid FFPC uniquely relies on the
temperature response of the stiff cavity assembly. By placing the FFPC inside a temperature-controlled enclosure, we
find that homogeneous temperature changes shift the cavity resonance frequency by dνdTcav ∼ 15 GHz/K. A theoretical estimate considering the linear expansion of the optical
fibers, the cavity spacer and the coating predicts a value of
dνcav
dT ∼ −200 MHz/K. We attribute the large observed temperature sensitivity to the influence of the connecting glue
layer and expect that the thermal response to uniform temperature changes of the entire FFPC could be tuned by filling the glue in the future.
4.2.1 Active locking of the rigid FFPC with a heating laser
An experimentally convenient way of controlling the temperature of a rigid cavity is by absorption of light from an
external heating laser. The use of a heating laser enables
strongly localized heating, requires only very limited amount
of (optical) access and is compatible with ultra-high-vacuum
setups. We characterize the technique by suspending the
rigid FFPC on its fibers in vacuum and illuminating it with
up to 20 mW of light at 405 nm wavelength. The laser light
is focused onto the tip of one of the optical fibers forming the
cavity, where it is efficiently absorbed by the thin black carbon layer present on the fiber (see Fig. 5). In this configuration the steady-state shift of the cavity resonance per incident
laser power amounts to ~10 GHz/mW, which allows the cavity to be tuned over more than 200 GHz.
In order to go one step further and employ laser heating as an actuator for active control of the cavity resonance,
we characterize the temporal response of the system. In
Fig. 6a we show the response of the cavity to a step change
in the incident heating laser power. The fastest response
with an exponential time constant of ~25 ms and sensitivity on the 100 ms timescale of ~7 MHz/mW is achieved for
defocused illumination (waist radius ≈1 mm) of the center
of the ferrule. The cavity step response to external heating
provides the information needed to design an optimized
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control system. As a proof of principle we realize a simple “side-of-fringe” lock of the cavity onto a stable “probe”
laser. The transmission of the laser on the slope of the cavity resonance serves as the error signal input to an analog
proportional-integral controller that provides feedback to
the cavity via changes in the heating laser power. From the
closed-loop error signal we estimate the RMS value of cavity lock deviations to be less than 0.025 κ (see Fig. 6b).
4.2.2 Thermal self‑locking in FFPCs
Thermally induced nonlinearities in optical cavities are
understood to arise from thermal cavity response to the
absorption of light that circulates in the optical resonator.
Previously, the dynamical behavior and stability conditions resulting from cavity self-heating have been studied in detail for whispering gallery micro-resonators [26].
Thermo-optical bistability has furthermore been used to
measure the absorption of mirror coatings of traditional
substrates [27] and fiber cavity mirrors [7]. Our goal in
investigating the thermal effects for FFPCs is to understand and optimize the dynamics of the system in the selfstable regime [26]. Self-locking conditions, where the
system automatically corrects for drifts and deviations,
are important for operating the rigid cavity with strong
intra-cavity fields, such as they are needed for the optical trapping of particles in neutral atom CQED and cavity
opto-mechanics [28].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6  Thermal control of the FFPC with an external heating laser. a
Experimental open-loop response to a step change in external heating laser power (average over 32 repetitions). b Stability of the cavity
actively locked by an analog PI controller via external laser heating
feedback (using the side-of-fringe transmission of a weak probe laser
beam as the error signal). The discrete frequency component dominating the lock deviations results from mechanical noise at ≈65 Hz
that is present on the optical table of the experiment
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κ
at νlaser = νcav′ = νcav − 2π
where the absorbed power is
max
Pabs /2. By linearizing Eq. 4 aroundmaxthe equilibrium point
P
2π(νlaser −νcav′ )
we obtain �Pabs (νlaser , νcav ) ≈ − abs
(see
2 ·
κ
Fig. 7a). In this way we can model cavity self-locking as
a linear time-invariant system and analyze the dynamics
using the formalism and standard tools of control theory.
The behavior of the self-locked cavity around its equilibrium point νeq can then be viewed as a closed-loop feedback system and can be described in the time domain by


νcav′ (t) − νeq = (νlaser − νcav′ ) ∗ h (t)
 t

(5)
νlaser (t ′ ) − νcav′ (t ′ ) h(t − t ′ )dt ′ ,
=

(a)

(b)

0

where h(t) is the open-loop impulse response of the system
(see Fig. 7b). The equivalent description in the frequency
domain is obtained from the Laplace transform of Eq. 5
and reads
Fig. 7  Thermal self-locking mechanism in cavities. a Part of the
laser light that couples into a cavity gets absorbed and results in a
thermal response and a change in the cavity resonance. This in turn
affects the amount of light that enters the cavity, which depends on
the relative detuning between the laser and the cavity. b By linearizing the closed-loop response around a stable locking point half-way
up the Lorentzian cavity resonance, the behavior of the self-locked
cavity can be modeled as a linear time-invariant system

In the following we consider the self-locking scenario
sketched in Fig. 7a. When a laser light field with power
Pin and frequency νlaser impinges onto a FFPC, part of the
power that builds up in the cavity is absorbed by the mirror coatings and acts as a localized heat input to the cavity
assembly. The absorbed power in each mirror is described
by

Pabs (νlaser , νcav ) =
=

4ǫin ·A·Tin ·Pin
L (νlaser , νcav )
(Lin +Lout +Tin +Tout )2
max
Pabs
L (νlaser , νcav )

(4)

where A is the mirror absorption loss and
L (νlaser , νcav ) = 1/(1 + ( 2π(νlaserκ −νcav ) )2 ) denotes the Lorentzian cavity line shape.
According to Eq. 4, variations in the instantaneous
detuning of the laser frequency from the cavity resonance
directly translate into variations in the absorbed laser
power. If the corresponding change in temperature of the
FFPC system gives rise to a modification of cavity length
(and therefore cavity resonance frequency) that at least partially compensates the initial detuning, then the cavity is
located in the self-locking regime.
For the investigation of the self-locking dynamics we
adjust the frequency of the incident laser to operate the cavity in an equilibrium point on the slope of the resonance
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Vcav′ (s) = S (s) · Vlaser (s) =

H(s)
· Vlaser (s),
1 + H(s)

(6)

where H(s) and S (s) are the open-loop and closed-loop
transfer functions of the system, respectively.
In the experiment we can characterize the self-locked
cavity system by probing its (closed-loop) response to
a step in the laser frequency νlaser. For this purpose a
20 Hz square-wave modulation with frequency deviation
of 24.8 MHz is applied to the laser frequency, while its
transmission through the FFPC on the approximately linear slope of the resonance is monitored as a function of
time. The results for different incident laser powers Pin are
shown in Fig. 9a–h. It is evident that for increasing laser
powers the stiffness of the self-lock increases, leading to a
faster response of the lock and to a smaller relative error in
the steady state.
In order to theoretically model the observed self-locking
behavior of the FFPC we assume that the dominant mechanism for the thermal response is the change of cavity length
due to the thermal expansion of the fiber coating and substrate [7, 27]. A finite element simulation is used to calculate the temperature distribution in the fiber as a function
of time after a step heat input with the spatial profile of the
cavity mode is applied to the front surface of the SiO2-Ta2
O5 multilayer coating. We treat the coating as a homogeneous but anisotropic layer of Lcoat = 4 µm thickness, considering averaged material properties of SiO2 and Ta2O5 [29].
All boundaries of the optical fiber protruding from the
ferrule by Lfiber = 126 µm are considered to be isolating,
except for the back surface, which is assumed to remain at
a constant temperature due to its thermal contact with the
ferrule. The thermal conductivity of the fiber and the fibercoating material is considered to be the only mechanisms
of heat transfer in the system. From the time-resolved
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 8  Theoretical open-loop response of the rigid fiber cavity. a
Step response of the cavity resonance frequency for a step change
in the absorbed power of Pabs = 1 mW obtained from a finite element simulation. The numerical step response results are fitted with
a curve that is the sum of five exponential functions and an offset.

(a)

The impulse response g(t) is the time derivative of the step response.
b Bode diagrams of the transfer function H(s), which follows from
the Laplace transform G (s) of g(t) and appropriate normalization, for
max = 1 mW and κ = 2π · 65 MHz
Pabs

(e)

�Lmirror (t) = ccoat

(b)

L
coat
0

(f)
(c)
(g)
(d)

(h)

+ cfiber

(j)

Fig. 9  Experimental (solid line, average over 32 repetitions)
and simulated (dotted line) step responses of the self-locked cavity to a step change of the laser frequency for incident laser powers
Pin = {5.5, 2.5, 0.5, 0.03} mW at the (a–d) millisecond and (e–h)
microsecond timescale. Stability of the rigid fiber cavity when coupled with laser light of 0.03 mW (i) and 62 mW (j) incident power

distribution of temperature increases �T (z, t) along the
axis of the optical fiber, the total length change of the fiber
mirror

Lfiber

(7)

�T (z, t)dz

Lcoat

follows, where ccoat and cfiber are the coefficients of linear
thermal expansion of the coating and the fiber material,
respectively. The shift of the cavity resonance is finally
given by

�νcav′ (t) = −
(i)

�T (z, t)dz

νcav′
νcav′
�Lcav (t) = +
· 2 �Lmirror (t).
Lcav
Lcav

(8)

The theoretical step response to a simulated step input
of Pabs = 1 mW is shown in Fig. 8a. From the multiexponential fit to the step response we obtain the impulse
response function g(t) by taking the time derivative. The
Laplace transform of the appropriately normalized impulse
response provides the desired open-loop transfer function
H(s) for which the Bode plots are shown in Fig. 8b with
max = 1 mW and κ = 2π · 65 MHz.
values Pabs
For comparison with the experimental data in
Fig. 9a–h we compute the closed-loop response to a
laser frequency step change for different input powers (Pin = {5.5, 2.5, 0.5, 0.03} mW, ±10 % uncertainty)
using Eqs. 1, 4 and 6. Considering the stated values of
F , Tin,850 nm, Pin and the estimate ǫin ≈ 0.55, we find
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agreement between experimental data and the results
of the theoretical model, shown in Fig. 9a–h, for a mirror absorption loss of A ∼ 10 ppm, which is consistent
with the theoretically expected value of the dielectric
coatings. We attribute residual discrepancies between
the theoretical and experimental curves to the simplified treatment of heat diffusion and thermal expansion in
the coating layer and at the glued ferrule-fiber boundary,
which could misestimate the theoretical cavity response
at the short and long timescales, respectively. Potential
contributions to the cavity length change from thermally
induced stress at the coating–fiber interface would also
merit further investigations but are beyond the scope of
this article.
Due to the assumption of instantaneous thermal expansion, the self-locking model predicts stable locking behavior even for arbitrarily high gain (∝ Pin). Experimentally,
we have observed increasingly stable self-locking behavior
up to the highest tested incident laser power of 62 mW corresponding to an intra-cavity power of ~90 W (see Fig. 9j).

5 Theory of mode matching and reflective line
shapes in FFPCs
The following discussion is separated into two parts.
First, we formulate the reflective mode matching problem for free-space coupled Fabry–Perot cavities and
FFPCs, and we show that the connection between the cavity mode matching and the observable cavity reflection signals fundamentally differs for the two cases.
In the second part, the model for the FFPCs is evaluated
in terms of the fiber cavity mirror parameters and alignment degrees of freedom. The predictions of the model are
compared with experimental results for a strongly overcoupled FFPC, and the implications for the optimal alignment
of FFPCs are discussed. Details of the calculation and the
computational routines are provided in a script [32] in the
Supplementary Material.

To keep our notation compact, we write all electric fields
involved in the formulation of the problem (see Fig. 10) as
(9)

where the Dirac notation is used for the description of the
spatial mode components [31] and Ei contains the complex
amplitude of the field, including the time dependence eiωt.
The overlap integrals of normalized spatial mode functions
can thus be basis independently expressed as �ψi |ψj �.
For the description of the mode matching geometry
shown in Fig. 11 we introduce 4 spatial modes: the forward
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+
�ψcav
|ψf+ � = α

−
+
+
�ψcav
|ψr � = �ψcav
|R† R|ψf+ � = �ψcav
|ψf+ � = α

−
+
�ψcav
|ψf− � = (�ψcav
|ψf+ �)∗ = α ∗

(10)

�ψf− |ψr � = β,

with the overlap amplitudes α, β ∈ C. The mode matching
efficiency from the fiber mode to the cavity is then given
by [31]
+
ǫHT = |�ψcav
|ψf+ �|2 = |α|2 .

(11)

Furthermore, in Eq. 10 we utilize the fact that reflection
(from the incoupling mirror) is a unitary transformation
(R† R = 1) and that overlap amplitudes are conjugated
when the directions of propagation of both modes are
changed [33].
5.2 Formulation of the mode matching problem
5.2.1 Free‑space coupled cavities
We start by revisiting the reflective mode matching problem for the well-known case of free-space coupled cavities [33]. Figure 10a illustrates that for the incident light
field

Ein = Ein |ψf+ �

(12)

the reflected signal on a photo detector can be understood
from the interference of the two light fields Eleak (�ν) and
Er, where �ν = νlaser − νcav.
The transmission of the detuning-dependent intra-cavity

5.1 Notation

Ei = Ei · |ψi �,

and backward propagating modes in the single-mode fiber
|ψf± �, the spatial mode |ψr � corresponding to the fiber mirror reflection of the forward propagating fiber mode |ψf+ �
and the forward and backward propagating cavity modes
± �.
|ψcav
We name their mutual overlap integrals

field Ecirc (�ν) = Ein

+ |ψ + �
i tHT �ψcav
f
+ �
|ψcav
1−rHT rLT eiφ

through the incou-

pling mirror gives rise to the leakage field
−
Eleak (�ν) = i tHT · Ecirc · rLT eiφ |ψcav
�

2 r
iφ
tHT
LT e
−
�ψ + |ψ + �|ψcav
�
1 − rHT rLT eiφ cav f
+
−
|ψf+ �|ψcav
�,
= −Ein · ζ (�ν) · �ψcav

= −Ein

(13)

where a phase factor π2 upon mirror transmission and the
cav
= 2π �ν�ν
round-trip phase φ = 2π �ν·2L
have been
c
FSR
considered [34]. ri, ti are reflection and transmission coefficient of cavity mirror i. c and �νFSR denote the speed
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(a)
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(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 10  Illustration of the contributions to the reflective cavity line
shapes. For free-space coupled cavities, the interference of the spatially mode matched part of the directly reflected field Er interferes
with the cavity leakage field Eleak (a) and gives rise to the Lorentzian dip in the cavity reflected power at resonance (b). For FFPCs, the

mode filtering of the reflected light by the single-mode fiber implies
that the two fields can fully interfere (c) and the depth of the asymmetric line shape is no longer directly related to the spatial mode efficiency ǫHT (d). See main text for details

that is mode matched to the cavity and therefore interferes
with Eleak (�ν), and a part


−
−
Er,orth = Er − Er,match = Ein |ψr � − �ψcav
|ψr �|ψcav
� (16)
that is orthogonal to the cavity mode and by definition does
not interfere.
The total power recorded at the detector is given by

Pout = Porth + Pmatch (�ν)
Fig. 11  Geometry of the FFPC mode matching problem. The relative
alignment of the forward and backward propagating fiber (|ψf± �) and
± �) modes and the mode (|ψ �) corresponding to the fiber
cavity (|ψcav
r
mirror reflection of |ψf+ � is shown along one spatial dimension. An
equivalent description holds for the other transverse direction

of light and the cavity free spectral range, respectively.
Additionally, for later convenience, the complex quantity
ζ (�ν) is introduced in Eq. 13 to describe the leakage field’s
dependence on mirror properties and the cavity length.
The field directly reflected from the incoupling mirror

Er = rHT · Ein |ψr � ≃ Ein |ψr �,
can be decomposed into a part


−
−
−
−
Er,match = �ψcav
|Er |ψcav
� = Ein �ψcav
|ψr �|ψcav
�

(14)

(15)

†
= Er,orth
Er,orth

† 

+ Er,match + Eleak (�ν) Er,match + Eleak (�ν)


2 


(17)
= Pin 1 − ǫHT + Pin ǫHT 1 − ζ (�ν) .

The Taylor expansion of Eq. 17 around the resonance νcav
(for �ν/�νFSR ≪ 1) yields the familiar result of Lorentzian dips in the reflected power at the cavity resonances

1
Pout (υ)
,
= 1 − ηdip
Pin
1 + υ2

(18)

where υ = 2π(νlaser − νcav )/κ is the normalized detuning.
The dip amplitude
2 


ηdip = ǫHT · 1 − 1 − ζ (0)


(THT − TLT − LHT − LLT )2
= ǫHT · 1 −
(19)
L2sum

= ǫHT · ηimp
with Lsum = THT + TLT + LHT + LLT
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is directly proportional to the spatial mode matching
ǫHT, which can thus be easily determined once the mirror parameters are independently measured. According to
Eq. 19 the depth of the reflective dip ηdip is maximum for
cavity mirrors that satisfy the impedance matching condition (THT = TLT + LHT + LLT ; ηimp = 1) and decreases
symmetrically for equally overcoupled and undercoupled
cavities.
5.2.2 FFPCs and spatially mode filtered cavities
The reflective mode matching for FFPCs can be imagined
as the case of a free-space coupled cavity followed by spatial mode filtering of the returning light by the single-mode
fiber (see Fig. 10b). Only light that couples back into the
fiber mode is guided back to the detector, whereas the light
entering the cladding modes is lost and does not reach the
detector.
The light field that is guided back in the fiber mode


Eout (�ν) = �ψf− |Er + �ψf− |Eleak (�ν) |ψf− �


+
−
|ψf+ ��ψf− |ψcav
� |ψf− �
= Ein �ψf− |ψr � + ζ (�ν)�ψcav

(20)
thus results in the detected power
†
Pout = Eout
Eout

2
= Pin β − α 2 · ζ (�ν)

2
 1 
2 ∗
2

β · (α ) − ǫHT · ζ (�ν)  .
= Pin 
ǫ

(21)

HT

The Taylor-approximated (�ν/�νFSR ≪ 1) solution


υ
1
Pout (υ)
−
A
= ηr − η L
Pin
1 + υ2
1 + υ2

(22)

features an asymmetric dip in the reflected power at the
cavity resonance that consists of a Lorentzian of amplitude




4 THT
2 ∗
2 THT
Re β · (α ) − ǫHT
ηL =
(23)
Lsum
Lsum
and its corresponding dispersive curve with relative
amplitude


Im β · (α 2 )∗
,
A =


(24)
2 THT
Re β · (α 2 )∗ − ǫHT
Lsum


 
where Re ...] and Im ... denote the real and imaginary part.
The comparison of Eq. 22 with Eq. 18 in Fig. 10 illustrates that spatial mode filtering fundamentally changes
the reflective spectral line shape. In the off-resonant case,
the divergence and deflection upon reflection on a curved
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and decentered fiber mirror lead to power losses PNG into
non-guiding fiber cladding modes that reduce the fraction
of incident light that reaches the detector by ηr = |β|2. The
depth ηdip of the asymmetric FFPC dip is no longer limited
by ǫHT, is not maximum for the impedance matched condition (THT = TLT + LHT + LLT ) and responds differently
to overcoupling or undercoupling. In particular for significantly overcoupled cavities, the state ηdip = 1 can always
be reached for sufficient misalignment, i.e., reduction of
ǫHT.
No differences arise in the line shape of the circulating
power and the transmission of FFPCs, which are Lorentzian as in the case of free-space coupled cavities.
 The mini
Pout (υmin )
= ηr 1 − ηdip is
mum of the reflective power
Pin
hence shifted relative tothe (transmittive)
 cavity resonance
√
frequency by υmin = A1 1 − 1 + A 2 .
5.3 Optimal FFPC alignment
The geometry of FFPC alignments is sketched in Fig. 11.
By factoring the overlap integrals along two orthogonal
directions �ψi |ψj � = �ψi,x |ψj,x ��ψi,y |ψj,y �, the problem can
be analyzed by considering two individual one-dimensional
alignments [31]. Optimal alignment for a one-sided cavity corresponds to maximizing the spatial mode matching efficiency ǫHT = |α|2 from the cavity mode to the HT
fiber. This is achieved by adjusting the cavity angles θcav,x
and θcav,y using the transversal displacement or the relative
inclination of the fiber mirrors.
For the theoretical modeling of the alignment-dependent mode matching and reflective line shapes with Eqs. 11
and 22 the mode overlap amplitudes α and β need to be
evaluated in terms of the cavity mirror parameter (radii of
curvature RHT, RLT, mirror decentrations df ,x, df ,y and fiber
mode field radius wf ) and the alignment parameters (cavity length Lcav and cavity alignment angles θcav,x and θcav,y).
We find analytic expressions for α and β by performing the
± � and |ψ � repoverlap integration of the modes |ψf± �, |ψcav
r
resented as inclined and displaced Gaussian beams, from
where we finally obtain analytic expression for A , ηdip and
ǫHT (for details of the calculation see the Supplementary
Material).
To experimentally confirm the calculation we perform
measurements on a strongly overcoupled hybrid cavity
that is formed by the combination of a HT fiber mirror
and a macroscopic mirror substrate with ultra-low transmission (TULT,850 nm = 0.9 ppm, LULT,850 nm = 4 ppm,
RULT = 50,000 µm). We record the reflective as well as the
transmitted line shape as a function of the inclination angle
θm of the mirror substrate. Due to the gimbal mounting of
the nearly flat (RULT ≫ RHT) ULT mirror we can make
the approximations θm ≃ θcav,x and Lcav (θcav,x ) ≃ Lcav (0).
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By fitting Eq. 22 to the reflective line shapes we obtain A
and ηdip (see Fig. 12b, c). Moreover, since the mode matching efficiency on the ULT mirror side can be assumed as
independent of the alignment (ǫULT ≈ 1), it follows from
Eq. 1 that the fiber to cavity mode matching efficiency
ǫHT (θcav,x ) = CT · PT , max(θcav,x ) is proportional to the
resonant cavity transmission signal PT , max.
We simultaneously fit the three sets of data with their
corresponding model functions A (θcav,x ), ηdip (θcav,x ),
ǫHT (θcav,x ) by minimizing the (unweighted) sum of all
least-square residuals (see Fig. 12a and Supplementary
Material). In addition to the independently measured constants RHT = 150 ± 15 µm, RULT, Lcav = 16.9 ± 0.5 µm ,
df = 2.0 ± 0.4 µm, wf = 2.60 ± 0.05, THT,850 nm and
Lsum,850 nm, the model functions depend on four experimentally unknown or inaccurately constrained constants, which
we use as free parameters of the fit. These are the alignment
angle θcav,y ≈ 0 along the y-axis, the absolute zero position
of the scan of the alignment angle along the x-axis, the orientation φ of the fiber mirror decentration axis relative to the
x-axis (df ,x = df · cos(φ), df ,y = df · sin(φ)) and the absolute calibration constant CT of the mode matching efficiency.
We find good agreement between the experimental data and
the theoretical model for the hybrid cavity (see Fig. 12).
Significantly better agreement is found for a fiber mirror
decentration of df = 2.7 µm (see Supplementary Material),
which could indicate that our characterization of the fiber
mirror by interferometric imaging (df = 2.0 ± 0.4 µm)
underestimates the fiber mirror decentration.
Our investigation makes it possible to determine and
therefore optimize individual mode matching efficiencies
ǫHT, ǫLT using the easily accessible quantities A and ηdip
from cavity reflection measurements.

6 Conclusion
The results presented in this article address some important practical questions that arise during the experimental
implementation of high-finesse fiber Fabry–Perot cavities:
How can optimal fiber cavity alignment be achieved and
how can the individual mode matching efficiencies be characterized? How should optical fiber cavities be constructed
and stabilized to fulfill their potential for miniaturization
and integration into robust scientific and technical devices?
The first two questions we address with a fiber mode
matching calculation that relates the alignment-dependent
mode matching efficiency to the easily measurable dip in
the reflected light power at the cavity resonance.
The latter question we explore by investigating two different fiber resonators architectures, a traditional piezomechanically actuated resonator and a novel, intrinsically
rigid fiber cavity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12  Experimental verification of the FFPC alignment model. a
Spatial mode matching efficiency ǫHT, depth of dip in reflection ηdip
and asymmetry parameter A as a function of the cavity alignment.
The theoretical model (lines) agrees well with the experimental data
points for the strongly overcoupled FFPC. The error bars in y-direction denote the one-sigma “standard error of the mean” from 10 identical measurements. X-errors denote the estimated precision of the
rotation stage. The optimal cavity alignment occurs for a cavity mode
angle of 0.8◦ due to the significant decentration of the mirror fiber.
The experimentally observed maximum of ηdip is reduced compared
to the theoretically predicted value ηdip,max = 1 due to the background
light from reflections along the optical path. Reflective and transmittive line shapes are shown for the cavity angles ∼ 0◦ (b) and ∼ 2◦ (c)

The piezo-actuated fiber cavity provides maximum tunability of the resonance frequency but entails experimental
complexity.
The rigid fiber cavity, on the other hand, exhibits a high
degree of passive stability but relies on thermal control for
frequency tuning and drift compensation. Our analysis of the
thermal response of FFPCs and the demonstration of longterm stabilization, both by active external feedback by means
of a heating laser and by self-locking, show that precise locking of rigid high-finesse FFPCs cavities can be realized. We
believe that, due to their simplicity, compactness and robustness, rigid fiber cavities could be a promising solution for
miniaturized, integratable and scalable CQED devices and
further applications of FFPC with similar requirements.
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Note: After the preparation of this manuscript, we have
been made aware of closely related results on the mode
matching of fiber Fabry–Perot cavities [35].
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